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Synopsis 
 
 
 In an underground city buried one mile beneath Archuleta Mesa, Dulce, New Mexico, 
human and alien scientists work together on an ultra secret advanced genetic research project. A 
massive steel door, boldly inscribed with the inverted Greek letter Delta, opens to reveal a large 
control room, where a man dressed in a black jump suit is seated. Delta Group head chief, 
Number Two, is responsible for all alien related projects. A Grey alien enters the room and 
telepathically transmits to Number Two the message that "the cylinder" has been activated and 
its immediate retrieval is necessary if alien presence on Earth is to remain a secret.  
 Gary Baca, a "wanna be" professional football player is in love with Amy. Financially 
dependent, he works for his father, Victor Baca, a psychiatrist who specializes in cases of alien 
abduction. Paul Johnson who owns a ranch in Corona, New Mexico, had witnessed a UFO crash 
in 1947 as a child. After his recent discovery of a cylinder at the crash site and years of recurring 
nightmares, Paul comes to Victor for psychiatric help. Under hypnosis, Paul reveals the power of 
the cylinder. Thinking that Paul is there to discuss Amy, his daughter, Gary listens to the taped 
psychiatric session. 
 Obsessed with winning Amy's affection, Gary steals the cylinder from Paul. Over the 
phone he brags to Amy about his future of fame and fortune to entice her to marry him. Gary 
calls the Albuquerque Journal asking to speak with a reporter who deals with UFOs. Warren 
Gallager, also an informant for the Delta Group, agrees to interview Gary but requests to see the 
cylinder. Instead, the "Men In Black" (the alien security task force) are sent to Roswell to 
recover the cylinder. Terrified, Gary feigns ignorance. Forced into a black unmarked helicopter, 
Gary is taken to the underground base in Dulce. Victor, worried about his son's disappearance, 
files a missing persons' report with the police, while at the bunker in Dulce, an implant is 
inserted into Gary's neck. Resisting interrogation about the cylinder's whereabouts, a plan is 
devised to let Gary escape from the underground base after he is falsely told that unless the 
cylinder is recovered he will die from radiation poisoning. Gary escapes from his cell and enters 
an unguarded room, marked "Restricted. " He sees a doctor standing next to a bedridden "Grey" 
who is being monitored by computers. The frail-Iooking alien, with large pear-shaped head and 
huge slanted black eyes, makes contact with Gary. Its narrow lips do not move but the telepathic 
message is loud and clear: the doctor will help him escape to the surface.  
 They escape through the subterranean city caverns, where they stumble upon the remains 
of genetic experiments on humans. Caged gargoyle creatures, some with bat wings, others half-
reptile, screech and moan as they run past. They come to an old elevator shaft used by the 
builders of the underground city and ascend to the surface where a four-wheel drive vehicle is 
conveniently found nearby. Followed by the "Men In Black," Gary and the evil doctor drive to 
Roswell to recover the cylinder. The doctor is killed but Gary, while trying to escape with the 
cylinder, is rescued by Aliens who beam him aboard their hovering UFO. During their space 
journey, Gary is told that the end of the world is near, and that only he has the power to save 
planet Earth from extinction if he is willing to pay the price.  
 
 
 


